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The story behind...

GTM
Success was a long time coming for the M ini-based GTM , and involved several
faultering starts. Richard Heseltine recounts the story.

f at first you don’t succeed, quit: there’s
little point in prolonging the
inevitable. Bernard Cox, the man who
instigated the GTM, heeded these
words and swiftly vacated the scene. It was
left to others to capitalise on the Grand
Touring Mini’s huge potential. And few kit
cars ever deserved a shot at the big time
more than this shapely, mid-engined

I

Below: Original Cox GTM
prototype fabricated in
aluminium. Note twin
wipers. Panel fit and
productionisation needed
work, but the car proved
popular.

machine. It’s just that success
was a long time in coming.
Cox, a garage proprietor
from Cheshire, raced cars at
national level during the
1950s and had long
harboured a desire to
produce a sports car
bearing his surname. By
the mid ’60s, his business
empire had grown to the
point that he had the
means to realise his
ambition. He then roped
in former track rival Jack
Hosker to transform his
vague notion of something
equivalent to a scaled-down Ferrari 250LM
into a three-dimensional reality. Hosker,
who managed one of Cox’s garages in Hazel
Grove, Manchester, was left to his own
devices and in 1966 he single-handedly
created a prototype. There was, however,
one slight problem-ette: Hosker wasn’t a
car designer... or an engineer.

Early Cox advert
using
pics of the proto
type.

Nonetheless, the prototype GTM was
nothing if not ambitious. It comprised a
sheet steel semi-monocoque chassis
complete with a deep box-section backbone.
Running gear was robbed from the Mini,
including the A-series ‘four’ which was
mounted amidships, the subframes, the
steering and the braking set-up. The
prototype’s aluminium body was completed
in late 1966 from which a mould was made:
production cars would feature glassfibre
’shells. It was then displayed at the January
1967 Racing Car Show where it garnered a
positive reaction from the press and public
alike. With a launch price of £330, it was a
mite pricey, but Cox wasn’t aiming at the
cheap and cheerful end of the market. He
wanted the GTM to have an aspirational
image despite it being sold in kit form. As
such, bodyshells were bolted and bonded to
the chassis and were delivered with the
doors pre-hung. The subframes were also
Cooling in the back in
this Heerey chassis.
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GTM
Howard Heerey driving the original
prototype at Silverstone in 1967.

GTM’s competed with varying
success for many years.
Early car in a Modsports race in the late ’70s

fitted, as was the specially-made laminated
windscreen. Deposits soon began piling up
so Cox engaged subcontractors to
manufacture the chassis/bodies in an effort
to meet demand.
And it’s at this juncture that Cox’s
scheme began to unravel. Hosker was a
master of improvisation and hadn’t
necessarily given much thought to DIY car
builders: the prototype was very much a
‘special’ with all the issues that entails. It
wasn’t even symmetrical. Worse still, there
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were no proper chassis jigs, this being very
much of the chalk-outlines-on-the-floor
school of engineering. Distortion was
commonplace thanks in part to the spread
of heat during gas welding. The glassfibre
bodyshells similarly suffered from
shrinkage which made the process of
mating the bodies to the tubs all but
impossible in some instances. Not only
that, the slightest flex of the bodyshell was
enough to crack the bespoke windscreen.
The initial batch had been made fractionally
oversized…
While early adopters were learning the

Above: Heerey at Outlon
Park in ’68.

Below: Hot Car magazine
testing an early Heerey car
in 1970. Below left:
With no pictures of the
new GTM 1-3, Heerey
tried another tack!
Right: When it was
released the new GTM
1-3 was much improved
from earlier cars.

enormity of their tasks, Cars & Car
Conversions heaped praise on the 1293cc
Cooper S-engined demonstrator. It
recorded a highly impressive 0-60mph time
of 6.4sec and theorised a top speed of
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115mph which was heady stuff for 1967. It
ended its report by saying: ‘… this little
bomb makes a pretty desirable road car’.
Nonetheless, Cox was already disillusioned
with the project, the romanticism of
making cars and the reality of what’s
involved proving somewhat incompatible.
He shut up shop in late ’68 and turned his
attention to boats. Kit production had
barely reached 50 units, and it’s highly
likely that many of these cars remained

Above and right: Heerey
was nothing if not
ambitious. These two
sketches both trial new
styling. Sketch on right
designed to use standard
GTM doors, chassis and
screen. Image above is of a
wider design intended for
three abreast seating.
Right: Cars and Car
Conversions magazine
famously built and
campaigned a GTM in 1969.

Below: New owers Paddy
Fitch, Peter Beck and
Dougal Cowper outside
their new facility in
Nottingham. Left: Neither
car here represented what
GTM would actually offer,
these being an earlier
body/chassis kit and
modified Heerey car.

unfinished.
The GTM
story would likely
have ended there
and then but for
twenty-something
racing driver
Howard Heerey.
The Clubmans
champion and
Formula Three
regular was familiar
with the product,
largely due to the
family’s Ford agency
– Midland Garage –
being located just 100 yards away from
Cox’s establishment in Hazel Grove. Heerey
had raced a lightweight GTM with some
success in 1968 and reasoned that there
was still plenty of mileage in the concept.

So much so, he acquired the project rights
along with a few unsold kits and set about
refining the product.
Heerey was nothing if not thorough.
Manufacture was brought in-house: new
chassis jigs were made while the moulds
were either modified or replaced.
Development tweaks were extensive but
subtle, with particular emphasis being
GTM 1-3 rear end was set to change...

...New owners introduced a bumper, along with
a raft of other updates.
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placed on making the car easier to produce
in series – as opposed to what had, in effect,
been a series of one-offs during Cox’s
tenure. Fortunately, interest in the GTM
remained constant and production
recommenced in 1970. The ‘Cox’ part of the
nomenclature had by now been dropped,
and the GTM received an additional
promotional boost after Cars & Car
Conversions built a Group 6-spec racing
version which was campaigned by Richard
Hudson-Evans in the UK and also in that
year’s Nü rburgring 500km race.
By the summer of that year, Heerey
began offering the GTM in two kit
packages: Kit A cost £350 and comprised
the basic body/chassis. Kit B, at £450, ran
to a painted ’shell and fully trimmed (all
things being relative) interior. By early
1971, he had managed to shift around 97
kits and followed through by introducing
the GTM 1-3 (Model 1, Variation 3). The
new strain was marginally wider and lower
than before, the most obvious physical
changes being a new grille, blended-in Mini
front bumper and Triumph Dolomite tail
lights. Ducts beneath the car helped
dissipate engine bay heat, while a NACA
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duct sunk into the
bonnet funnelled cool
air into the cockpit, if
only in theory.
Particular effort had
also been invested in
dialling out bumpsteer
and other handling
maladies that had
blighted the previous
iteration. What’s more,
with the likes of the
Unipower GT now
consigned to history, it
had no obvious rival. As the
brochure trumpeted: ‘[The 1-3 is] mid-

Above and top right:
GTM Engineering soon
moved to new premises in
Sutton Bonington. Beck and
Fitch now in sole control.
Above right: Production
of the GTM Coupé now in
full swing. Left: Coupé
compared to Fiat X1/9 in
1986 issue of Component
Car magazine.

Below: Optional new front
bumper treatment on the
Coupé never proved popular.

engined like a Lamborghini, good-looking
like a Ferrari, beautifully engineered from
the best materials, roomy, fast, economic
and, in fact, a proper GT car’. This was
perhaps a mite fanciful but before long
Heerey was employing a 15-strong staff and
producing as many as eight kits per month.
A further 81 GTM 1-3 kits left the factory.
Even so, he had bigger fish to fry. The
young motor mogul envisaged a move away
from the kit car industry and into
manufacturing turnkey production cars. A
sister firm, Howard Heerey Engineering
Ltd, was established in 1971 with a view to
creating new models that would be sold as
fully Type Approved products via a dealer
network. Former Standard-Triumph MD
Alex Dick came on-board as a director, and
Heerey even went so far as to tap styling
great Giorgetto Giugiaro to shape this brave
new world. That said, it remains
unrecorded if ‘Il Maestro’ ever produced so
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Paddy Fitch with

much as a preliminary sketch.
Unfortunately, the road ahead was
littered with potholes. The family Ford
dealership was hit with a compulsory
purchase order thanks to a nearby roadbuilding development. As such, the need to
find new premises became somewhat
pressing and this served to distract Heerey.
Plans to manufacture GTMs from a
20,000sq ft former mill in Manchester went
up in smoke, as did his bid to make the leap
to the mainstream with a raft of new
models. A scheme to manufacture the 1-3
in Finland via a licensing agreement was
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Top: Trade and Industry
Minister, Kenneth Clarke,
presents GTM Engineering
with an Outstanding
Innovation to Industry
award in 1987 following
the launch of the all new
Rossa (above). Above:
Rossa revealed for the very
first time.

also nixed. Once the primary Ford
dealership was relocated, Heerey
abandoned his dreams and 1-3 production
rights passed to Helgass-Fiber of Hartlepool
in June 1972 but it failed to make a single
car over the next four years. Nor, for that
matter, did GTM’s subsequent keeper, KMB
Autosports, which owned the rights from
1976 to 1980.
The latter concern did, at the very least,
go so far as to offer spares. One of its
customers was Peter Beck, who had
acquired a Heerey-era GTM only to have an
off-road excursion during its maiden
outing. On contacting KMB in need of
parts, he learned that the production rights
might be up for sale should the right buyer
materialise. An intrigued Beck, who was
then working for an electronics firm in
Nottingham, decided to abandon secure
employment for the vagaries of kit car
manufacture and managed to persuade
friend and colleague Paddy Fitch into
joining him. The duo acquired the rights

new Rossa and

Coupé behind.

and re-launched the GTM marque in 1980
(a third partner, Dougal Cowper was briefly
involved), and operated out of a tiny 1000sq
ft facility in the centre of Nottingham.
By the end of the year, they had
managed to shift 16 kits. And, having
managed to keep their heads above water
during the first 12 months, they set about
creating new moulds and revising the
styling. The redubbed GTM Coupé arrived
in 1981, the big change being the switch
from 10in to 12in and ultimately 13in
wheels (with corresponding wheelarch
extensions), a new rear bumper, improved
door hinges and the adoption of Marina
locks and catches. Side glazing was now
manufactured in glass rather than
Perspex, while a larger, front-mounted
Allegro radiator finally cured the car’s
overheating problems.
Scroll forward to midway through 1982
and the partners relocated to much larger
premises in Sutton Bonnington,
Leicestershire, where production soon ran to
50 kits per year. The move heralded a new

Below: Mk2 version of
Rossa eventually led to
K-series based K3 in 1995.
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GTM
All new GTM Libra, and its Spyder stablemate, were the last true
GTMs and yet another co-development with designer Richard Oakes.

y with the new
Peter and Padd

the
Libra, of which

oud.
y were rightly pr

Early Cox and Heerey cars are now very rare. Later GTM
Coupé s getting harder to find, but all are sought after.

era for the GTM marque which finally
stretched to new standalone models such as
the Metro-based Rossa in 1986 which in turn
led to the K-series-engined K3 and in time
the highly accomplished Libra, all of which
flowed from the pen of prolific stylist
Richard Oakes. The Coupé gradually faded
away after plans to offer turn-key form via
Belgian enthusiast Benny Massy came to
naught. By the early ’90s, the model had
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taken a backseat as GTM Engineering
acquired rival kit car brands NG and Midas.
In 1995, rights to the Coupé passed to Peter
Leslie whose Primo Designs continued to
offer the model for several years, although
whether it actually sold any kits is another
matter entirely. Around 800 cars were made
in all their many flavours: not a bad tally for
a car which cheated death time and time
again. CKC
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